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Q. 1.    Answer the following question. (15) 
 A)”Jurisprudence as the science of the first principals of the Civil Law”.Discuss this with 

nature, scope and utilility of Jurisprudence. 
 

 OR  

 B) According to Austin “ Law is the command of the Sovereign” Critically examine the 
Austin’s Theory. 

 

Q. 2. Answer the following question. (15) 
 A) Critically examine the growth of natural law and its impact on the legal systems.  
 OR  
 B) Explain the Legilsation and precedent as sources of law.  

Q. 3. Write Short Notes. (any four) (20) 
 a) Legal stutes of Unborn and dead person.  
 b) Difference between substantive law and procedural law.  
 c) Characterices and Theories of Legal rights  
 d) Classification of duties  
 e) Kinds of Liabilities  
 f) Meaning and Types of obligation  

Q. 4. Answer the following questions.  
A)Raja owns a wooden table with drawers. He left it to repair with the carpenter Shyam. 
Shyam discovered money in one of the drawers and appropriated it for his own personal 
use. Raja was not aware of the money in the drawer. Shyam was punished for theft. 
 i) Why is the possession of money not considered to have been transferred to Shyam   
alongwith the table? Explain in the light of the elements of possession. 
 ii) Distinguish possession and ownership. 

(10) 

 OR  
 B) A custom existed whereby kamalis were required to deliver cow manure to Mulukdars 

without any consideration. The Kamalis also needed manure to be used in their fields, but 
they had to give the manure to Mulukdars merely because the kamalis resided in the village 
of Mulukdars. 
i) Do you think this custom is valid ? Give reasons ? 
ii) What are the requirements of law to make a custom operative and valid ? 
 

 

   

 

 


